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Oxford Reading Tree

 We use and recommend the “Oxford Reading Tree” (ORT) series as a first 
reader, introducing it to classes around the start of the 4th Rank. We begin with 
Stage 2: First Phonics, and then continue with Stage 3: Stories. (Stage 4: Sto-
ries and Stage 5: Stories are then given to classes for which these books seem 
appropriate. You may elect to switch to some alternative readers, with school 
management approval.)

Beliefs about Reading

 Reading is not simply the decoding of letters into their corresponding 
sounds; it is “making meaning with the text.” To read well, students must first 
have a solid foundation, not only in phonics and the written form of English, 
but also in the vocabulary and structure of the language. Reading of books and 
stories comes relatively late in our program, after the students have studied for 
four years or more. This is not because reading is less important; rather, we 
aim to allow them the time to develop the crucial base of English needed for 
true reading; the delay is to ensure the success of this vital skill.

 In addition to the ORT sets we use as homework, schools can also pur-
chase additional readers. Encourage your students to borrow these books—we 
hope they will acquire the habit of reading purely for the pleasure of reading.

Materials

 Oxford produces a number of ORT sets. We use Stages 2 through 5. Each 
package include the following materials: 
	 •	 Six	readers	of	a	particular	difficulty	level
	 •	 A	CD	with	both	British	and	American	English	recordings	of	the	texts	
         (except Stage 2)
	 •	 An	Oxford-supplied	Japanese	translation	booklet
	 •	 A	PLS-supplied	Japanese	translation	sheet	(Stage 2 only)

Preparation

	 •	 Large	and	 small	 block	ABCs	 (flashcard	 reading,	 phonic	 sounds,	writing	
letters)

	 •	 Alphabet	&	Calendar	Card	homework
	 •	 Phonic	Charts	#1	~	#4
	 •	 Sounds	of	English
	 •	 3-Letter	Word	Reading	Cards	-	Red	and	Yellow	sets	(reading,	spelling)
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	 •	 Phonic	Puzzles
	 •	 The	“Magic	E”	rule	(taught	in	class,	reinforced	with	Sounds	of	English)
	 •	 Basic	Reading	Cards	-	Pink	set

Assigning

 Once students are ready, they can experience the satisfaction of read-
ing	something	‘real’	by	themselves.	Our	usual	method	is	to	have	them	read	by	
themselves at home, normally without previewing the books in class.

 The homework is assigned and recorded on the 
Super Homework Sheet:

 ①	 The	title	of	the	book	and	CD	track	number
 ②	 Times	to	study	the	Japanese	translation	of	the	text	
 ③	 Times	to	listen	to	the	CD	while	reading	along
 ④	 Times	to	read	the	text	without	the	CD
 ⑤	 An	optional	time	goal

 Of these, reading tends to reinforce all areas and is generally assigned 
the	most	 times.	A	good	 “benchmark”	 for	 the	 first	week	 is	5/5/8	 (i.e.	 study	 the	
translation	five	times,	listen	to	the	CD	five	times,	and	practice	reading	the	text	
eight times). To help your students understand the procedure, give each a copy 
of the Oxford Reading Tree Study Guide (the last page of this explanation) after 
going through it once in class.

	 1.	The	Japanese	Translation
  To aid comprehension, students study the translations first. Those provided 

by	Oxford	tend	to	be	written	in	natural	Japanese,	rather	than	being	word-
for-word representations of the English. However, at the lowest levels, we 
actually want our students to study word-for-word translations, for educa-
tional purposes; for this reason, we have produced such translation book-
lets of individual words and whole sentences for Stage 2. For stages 3 and 
above, we are satisfied to use the Oxford-supplied translations.

	 2.	CD	Listening
	 	 Each	stage	comes	with	a	CD	of	the	stories	read	in	British	and	American	ac-

cents.	Assign	a	track	read	in	the	accent	which	is	most	unlike your own, so 
students get used to listening to a variety of native spoken English. They 
listen	and	silently	read	the	corresponding	page,	then	repeat	after	the	CD,	
hearing and practicing natural pronunciation, rhythm and intonation. See 
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the end of this explanation for recommended track number assignments.

 3. Reading Practice
  Students now read the story the assigned number of times. If a time goal—a 

challenge to read the entire book within a certain limit—has been assigned, 
they try to reach it. This goal should not be so low as to induce unnaturally 
speeding reading.

	 After	the	first	week,	we	base	assignment	on	individual	performance	in	the	
homework	check,	basing	times	to	read	or	listen	on	students’	individual	strengths	
or	weaknesses	 in	 each	 area.	 If	 one	 child	 has	 difficulty	 translating	 into	 Japa-
nese or answering simple comprehension questions, we increase the number 
of	times	she	will	study	the	translation.	If	another’s	intonation,	pronunciation	or	
fluency	is	poor,	we	assign	him	extra	CD	listening	times.	If	a	student	has	trouble	
reading individual words, we assign extra English reading. Generally, the num-
ber	 of	 Japanese	 translation	 reading	 times	 and	CD	 listening	 times	 decreases	
and the number of English reading times increases each week. Each book is 
usually assigned as homework for four weeks, making the total time spent on 
each “stage” about six months—although this can be accelerated with classes 
of older students or talented readers. 

Checking the Homework

	 Check	the	homework	in	three	steps:

	 1.	Checking	 understanding	 of	 the	 text	 through	 round-robin	 style	 translation	
into	Japanese.

	 	 Individuals	take	turns	translating	a	page	at	a	time	to	Japanese,	while	all		stu-
dents point to the corresponding English words in their readers. You can 
refer to a translation sheet while students do this, if necessary.

  Pointing to individual words and sentence parts in the English text deepens 
students’	understanding	of	 the	grammatical	and	 idiomatic	differences	be-
tween	English	and	Japanese.	

	 2.	A	timed	round-robin	style	reading	of	the	text.
  Start the stopwatch—students read the title together, then take turns read-

ing one page each of the story. If one falters in her reading and needs help 
from classmates or us, she should reread the entire sentence or perhaps 
the page, partly to practice the correction in context, but even more impor-
tantly	to	feel	that	she’s	“got	it”.	At	the	end	of	the	story,	announce	the	time	
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taken and congratulate the students on completing the story in good time, 
or challenge them to read faster (while maintaining correct pronunciation 
and intonation) in future attempts. 

	 	 Depending	on	the	length	of	the	text,	the	reading	can	be	done	as	many	as	
three times in a lesson with specific direction given for problematic words 
or	phrases	(e.g.,	“Everyone,	be	careful	with	the	pronunciation	of	‘Dad’”)	on	
successive readings. Such timely admonishments and praise for subse-
quent success will do much to raise the overall fluency and confidence of 
your	students’	reading.

	 3.	A	QRQ-style	check	of	the	content—kids	compete	in	groups	or	individually.

  The aims of this check are to assess and reward understanding of the text, 
reinforce understanding of difficult words and phrases, review vocabulary 
and question-and-answer patterns learned in earlier homework sets, teach 
new	words/grammar,	and	point	out	underlying	messages	in	the	text	that	the	
kids may have missed. (ORT books have hidden jokes and curiosities in 
the	text	and	pictures.	Look	carefully	for	them	so	you	can	share	them	with	
your students. They may well be inspired to seek them out to show you.)  

  Several styles of question work well for this check and should be used in this 
order of difficulty:

	 •	 Fill	in	the	Blanks:	
  T: “The children fed the ...” 
	 	 Ss:	“Hens.”	(From	Stage	2,	book	1		“The	Big	Egg”)
	 	 These	questions	test	students’	familiarity	with	the	text	and	their	ability	to	

supply needed words or phrases. They apply understanding of word or-
der and grammatical appropriateness to answer.

	 •	 “How	do	you	say…?”	questions:	
  These are especially good for reinforcing understanding of new or difficult 

words and phrases. This question type also lends itself to substitution 
drills which give them a better understanding of grammar and how to 
make new sentences in English.

	 	 For	example,	in	“Poor	Floppy”	(Stage	2,	book	2),	the	text	reads:		“‘I	can	see	
six	cats,’	said	Chip.”	We	might	first	ask,	“How	do	you	say,	‘I	can	see	six	
cats’,	 in	 Japanese?”	After	getting	 the	correct	 answer,	we	can	 then	ask,	
“Then,	 how	 do	 you	 say,	 ‘I	 can	 see	 six	 gorillas’?”	We	 build	 up	 to,	 “How	
do	you	say,	 ‘I	 can	see	sixteen	dancing	gorillas	and	a	purple	penguin’?”	
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Of course, other variations are also possible, as is the prospect (though 
more	challenging)	of	going	from	Japanese	to	English.

	 •	 Vocabulary-building	questions:	
	 	 Questions	like	“What’s	this?”	and	“What	are	these?”	help	students	learn	

vocabulary appearing in the pictures but not necessarily in the text. They 
also reinforce the grammatical distinction in English (not usually present 
in	Japanese)	between	singular	and	plural	subjects.

	 •	 Grammar-based	questions:	
  Especially with stages 3 and above, grammar-based questions can be used 

to reinforce and practice various types of questions and answers. The 
stories readily lend themselves to questions in the present progressive, 
past tense, and future tense.

	 	 For	example,	“Why	did	the	children	make	a	giant	snowman	in	front	of	Wilf’s	
front	door?”	from	“The	Snowman”	(Stage	3,	book	6).

	 •	 Theme-based	and	personal	opinion	questions:	
  Though much more challenging, higher level students might be asked be-

tween-the-line type questions and queries about understanding of the sto-
ry	and	characters.	Questions	such	as	“How	does	Kipper	feel?”	and	“How	
do	we	know	that?”,	“What	would	you	do?”	and	“Do	you	think...?”	provide	
a	wealth	of	opportunity	for	exploring	the	story	and	students’	ideas,	under-
standing and experiences while using English in a clear, shared context.

Time to Spend on Each Book

	 Depending	on	 kids’	 age	and	 level,	 the	 time	 spent	 on	each	book	may	be	
shortened to three or extended to five weeks. If, after five weeks of study, 
students are struggling with a given text, it is best to go on to the next in the 
series. However, the problem is likely due to either insufficient preparation, 
low motivation or insufficiently high expectations and lack of alacrity with the 
check.

Additional Activities and Follow-Through Games for Students to Try in Class

	 1.	Recite	the	story	from	memory,	or	summarize	it.
	 2.	Alter	the	story	to	include	people	or	pets	from	their	own	lives.
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Guide to Assigning the ORT Readers’ CD Tracks

Points to Note When Assigning

	 1.	To	give	your	students	an	opportunity	to	hear	a	range	of	accents,	assign	the	
one which is most unlike your own. For example, if your accent is, or close 
to,	British	you	should	assign	track	16	when	giving	students	the	first	book	of	
Stage	3	(Kipper	the	Clown).	If	your	accent	is	North	American	or	similar	to	
North	American,	assign	track	3.

	 2.	Stage	2	has	British	English	recordings	only.

	 3.	The	Stage	5	CD	breaks	each	story	into	three	parts,	so	assign	all	three.	

 4. Use the approximate time listing to help gauge how many listening times 
to	assign,	and,	if	necessary,	adjust	Rank	CD	listening	times.	Keep	in	mind	
that	we	shouldn’t	assign	more	than	two	hours	of	total	homework	per	week.

Stage 2

1:45Approx.	time
of each track

9
11
13
15
17
19

Book	1

Book	2

Book	3

Book	4

Book	5

Book	6

Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Br. Br. Br.Br. Am. Am. Am.

1:45 2:00 5:00

3 3
5 5
7 7
9 9
11 11
13 13

2–4
5–7
8–10
11–13
14–16
17–19

16 16
18 18
20 20
22 22
24 24
26 26

21–23
24–26
27–29
30–32
33–35
36–38

Table of CD Track Numbers for Each Book in a Given Stage
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Oxford Reading Tree Homework Study Guide

	 1.	 (	日本 
語 ) Read your assigned ORT sto-

rybook and translation booklet the 
assigned	 number	 of	 times.	 After	
you read each page from the story-
book, check the translation booklet 
and confirm you understand what 
each sentence and word means.

 2. ( )	 Listen	 to	 the	 assigned	 CD	
track the required number of 
times.  While it is playing, read the 
words in your book silently; then, 
after each page, repeat the sen-
tence. Try to copy the pronuncia-
tion, rhythm and intonation of the 
speaker	on	the	CD.

 3. ( ) Read the story in English aloud 
the assigned number of times.  
Time yourself and try to read more 
fluently	each	time.	Look	at	the	pic-
tures and think about the meaning 
of the story. Find interesting things 
in the pictures to show your teach-
er and classmates.

	 1.	 (	日本 
語 ) 指定された回数物語を読み、日本語

訳のプリントをチェックする。それぞれ

の単語を文章の意味を理解したことを確

認する。

 2. ( ) 指定されたCDのトラック番号を指

定された回数聞く。そのCDが流れてい

る間、本の中の単語を静かに読み、それ

からそれぞれのページの文章を繰り返し

言う。CDの話し手の発音、リズム、イ

ントネーションをまねられるように練習

する。

 3. ( ) 指定された回数物語を英語で読む。

自分で時間を計り、毎回さらに流ちょう

に読めるよう挑戦する。本の絵を見て、

物語の意味を考えたり、絵の中からおか

しなものを見つける。


